
Sr. No. Question Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

1
SCM stands for 

Supply chain 

management

Supply 

channel 

management

Supply 

chain 

marketing

Supply channel 

marketing 

2
Marketing Information System is ______oriented. Present Past Future time

3
______ quality is the customer's perception of the overall quality of a 

product
Image Awareness Association Perception

4 A patron is a ______ customer one time medium regular low use

5

_____ channel of distribution is an arrangement wherein two or more 

producers at the same level join together for marketing their products.
general Horizontal

direct 

marketing
Downward

6 _________ is the essence of marketing Exchange promotion price profit

7
_____ is not a component of MIS.

Marketing 

research

Internal 

company 

records

Marketing 

Intelligence 

system

Niche marketing

8
The challenge faced by service positioning is _______ Tangibility Intangibility Separability Measurable 

9

According to _____ concept, a company has to push its products in 

market by undertaking selling efforts such as advertising, publicity, 

salesmanship, sales promotion etc.

Product Selling Marketing Societal

10
The term advertising is derived from the Latin word ____ advertise advertere advent advert

11
_____ is a personal form of communication. Advertising

Sales 

Promotion
Publicity Personal Selling

12
_____is anything that satisfies people’s needs and wants. Brand Product Trademark Price

13 ______ performs function of a tag. Label Price Promotion Brand

14 Rural markets in India are highly _______ Scattered Unscattered Unified divided

15

Under Market _____ pricing strategy the manufacturer charges low 

price for his product when it is introduced in the market.
Penetration Liquidity Image Skimming

16
_____are short catchy phrases that communicate information about 

the brand.
Slogans Logo Characters Packaging

17
Marketing _____ creates time, place and possession utilities. plan department channels idea
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18
_____ gives a distinctive and a separate identity to the product. Selling Pricing Branding Research

19

_____concept of marketing takes into consideration interest of all the 

stakeholders of business.
Holistic Production Traditional Exchange

20 Product is _______ of marketing mix Core Substitute Open Closed

21
The packaging should be appealling to ______ Consumers Producers Middlemen Marketers

22 There are ______ levels of packaging 4 2 3 1

23
_________ are short term incentives to encourage a product or 

service
Personal selling Advertising

Public 

Relations
Sales Promotion

24
Package is the ____salesman of the product loud silent actual substitute

25

Product mix _____ means, reducing the number of activities by 

discontinuing those products, which don't form the core activities of 

the company.

Expansion Contraction Selection Management

26
Consumer organisations are ____ making organisations. profit non profit money fame

27
________marketing is a form of digital marketing. Green marketing

Rural 

Marketing

Social 

Media
Billiboard

28

_____ is defined as "Any paid form of non-personal presentation and 

promotion of ideas, goods and services by an identified sponsor". 
Personal selling

Sales 

promotion

Direct 

marketing
Advertising

29

A _____ of distribution is the route taken by the title to the product as 

it moves from the producer to the ultimate consumer or industrial 

user.

Highway Canal Channel Place

30
A _____ level channel is one in which there are no intermediaries. Zero One Two Three


